
The Hackaton challenged us with the question about what Essent could do tomorrow to upgrade 

their loyalty programme and boost their revenues.  

We designed a problem statement that looked into how Essent could build a stable customer base 

and long-term customer relationships. 

In order to have an overview of what customers think about energy providers and their relationship 

with those, we interviewed students, part-time and full-time workers. They indicated that they value 

affordable prices, sustainability and transparency the most from their energy providers.  

After our research, we came up with a value proposition split into three main ideas to retain 

customers and attract new ones. 

1. First, we propose to build a tailored rewards programme where data analysis is used to give 

the customers rewards they would actually be interested in.  

2. Second, we advise to guide customers towards a more sustainable lifestyle via their app. 

Essent can send the customers sustainability tips on their usage to improve their household 

consumptions. 

3. Third we urge to sponsor local/social associations to give back to the Dutch community.  

An example for our third proposition could be to partner up with The Dutch Green Building 

Council, whose mission is to make urban environments more sustainable and help reduce 

their emissions through innovative solutions. 

The customer journey concerning the rewards and sustainability tips programme would look like 

the following: The customer would be triggered by a notification with information about either new 

unlocked rewards or with a sustainability tip, then he/she customer will engage with the message 

and read into the provided information. After this, the customer can give feedback about this 

service. This feedback will be requested once a month.  

Our research showed that customers are actually interested in a rewards programme, but that they 

aren’t much aware of it. This new idea could draw customers in and keep them satisfied with their 

energy provider, especially if their specific wants are taken into account with the type of reward 

they can get. Our research also demonstrated that people are interested in becoming more 

sustainable, but they just don’t know how. If Essent steps in and guides them through this in an easy 

to understand manner, Essent will satisfy a customer need while simultaneously creating a bond 

with the customer trough the new feature of sustainability tips within the app. Finally, the 

engagement with local social associations idea stems from the customer trend ‘Build back better’. 

Customers want companies to step up and do better, and Essent provifing a better image of the 

energy sector by caring about social issues could give them the reputation edge over the other 

energy suppliers. 

The next concrete and immediate steps that Essent has to take to dive deeper into this new idea 

would be: Communicating the benefits of the loyalty programme to the customers to make them 

known, looking into innovative projects and social associations to make the energy sector and dutch 

communities a more sustainable environment and updating the App to incorporate the sustainability 

tips.  

If Essent chooses to go for our idea, they could change the game in this industry by creating a bond 

with their customers and increase their reputation in a currently relevant area. We believe that these 

ideas are the next steps for Essent to fulfill customer wants and increase customer loyalty. 


